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Abstract: Background: The continuing inflammatory response entailed by atherosclerosis is cate-
gorised by a pathological surface expression of certain proteins over the endothelium, namely, P-se-
lectins. Thus, to boost the efficiency of drug carriers, these proteins can be used as binding targets.

Method: An in-silico patient-specific model of a Left Anterior Descending (LAD) coronary artery 
considering the luminal unevenness was built and meshed using the finite element method.

Objectives: Delivery of particles in a specific size range, from 200 to 3200 nm, covered by P-se-
lectin  aptamers  (PSA),  to  an  atherosclerotic  plaque  in  a  pathologically  high  haematocrit  (Hct) 
blood flow was simulated. The surface of the plaque was assumed to possess a pathologically high 
expression of P-Selectins.

Results: The distribution of deposited particles over the plaque in high Hct blood was significantly 
more homogenous compared to that of particles that travelled in normal blood Hct. Moreover, in 
the high Hct, the increase in the particle size, from 800 nm forwards, had a trivial effect on the up-
surge in the surface density of adhered particles (SDAs) over the targeted endothelium. Yet, in nor-
mal blood Hct (45% in this research), the increase in the particle diameter from 800 nm forwards re-
sulted in a significant increase in the SDAs over the targeted plaque. Interestingly, unlike the ad-
sorption pattern of particles in normal Hct, a significant distribution of deposited particles in the 
post-constriction region of the atherosclerotic plaque was observed.

Conclusion: Our findings provide insights into designing optimum carriers of anti-thrombotic/in-
flammatory drugs specifically for high blood Hct conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Endothelial Cell (EC) dysfunction and inflammation are

linked  to  the  upsurge  of  certain  adhesion  proteins  on  the 
pathologic locations [1].  As a  well-known example,  P-Se-
lectins can be assumed as a promising target to achieve site-
specific treatments using nano-drug carriers [2]. The inva-
sive structure of conventional treatments and their consider-
able restenosis risk necessitate the employment of new treat-
ment approaches. Applying nanocarriers as a non-invasive 
method for tracing the diseased endothelium can play a key 
role in the improvement of the diagnosis and treatment of in-
flammation-originated  disease,  namely  the  atherosclerotic 
plaques. Quite a few investigations have employed different 
targeting binding peptides or antibodies to prove the capabili-
ty of this method in the detection of organ transplant rejec-
tion, angiogenesis, atherosclerotic plaque, and myocardial is-
chemic memory [2-6].
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The geometrical  properties  of  the  arterial  network  and
atherosclerotic  lesions  of  every  person  are  unique.  Corre-
spondingly, age, genetic factors, and anatomical structure af-
fect the biodistribution, metabolism, and clearance of drugs
and their biochemistry on the target cells. Remarkably, multi-
-scale mathematical modelling in nanomedicine is a key fac-
tor  in  the  development  of  future  personalised  treatments
[7-10].  In  this  context,  computer-based  simulations  have
played a key role in many biomedical fields such as cardiac
cell studies, blood-brain barriers (BBB), and tissue engineer-
ing [11-14]. Importantly, applying the patient specificity ap-
proach in medicine has been reflected as an accomplished
tool to better understanding numerous indices in pharmacolo-
gy and haemodynamics, namely, biomarker evaluations and
the standardisation of personalised high-end computing algo-
rithms [15-17].

Instead  of assuming  constant  affinity in the  receptor-
mediated adhesion, the proposed boundary conditions (BC)
here allowed us to investigate the adhesion of drug carriers
with attention to the particular diffusivity of each type of li-
gand-receptor bond and study their role in the ultimate homo-
geneity of the adhered particles over the targeted endotheli-
um.
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Fig. (1). The steps of reconstruction of the LAD arterial geometry. The CT scan images of a 51-year-old patient were obtained and used for
image processing and segmentation to produce a 3D mask adopting a CT number thresholding method. Next, the 3D mask was manually edit-
ed and smoothed to eliminate the artefacts. Then, specific measurements were done to obtain the diameters of the inlet and outlets of the arte-
rial geometry and the geometry of bifurcations. Ultimately, based on the 3D volume, the finite element meshable geometry was constructed
[28]. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

In several investigations, a connection between changes
in  the  blood  viscosity  and  cardiac  pathological  conditions
such as hypertension and occlusion of vessels due to throm-
boses  has  been  reported  [18,  19].  Furthermore,  diabetes,
alongside prolonged tobacco smoking and high blood choles-
terol, has been documented as autonomous risk factors for
coronary  diseases  and  the  formation  of  atherosclerotic
plaques [20, 21]. Ultimately, the blood haematocrit, as a pri-
mary  influence  on  the  blood  viscosity,  has  specific  links
with the conditions [22, 23].

The present work offers a patient-specific isogeometric
analysis of a reconstructed Left Anterior Descending (LAD)
artery  produced  by  image-processing  of  CT-Scan  images.
The patient’s  luminal  unevenness  and the  precise  position
and structure of the constricting plaque are captured in the
model.  Fluid-Solid  Interaction  (FSI)  analysis  of  the  Non-
Newtonian modelled blood flowing in the artery is made by
employing  the  Finite  Element  Method  (FEM).  Then,  in  a
convection-diffusion context,  the  distribution and delivery
of particles in different diameters are investigated through
an adapted  receptor-mediated  adhesion mechanism.  In  the
present research, the adhesive dynamics of P-Selectin Ap-
tamers (PSA), the ligands covering the surface of particles,
regarding their unique biophysical features (the affinity, spe-
cific  diffusivity,  and  reactive  compliance)  are  simulated.
Comparable  to  a  number  of  the  established multiscale  ap-
proaches for drug delivery analysis [8, 24-27], our model in-
corporates the solutions from the FSI simulation in macros-

cale with the results of the micro/nanoscale model describ-
ing the particle movements and adhesion on the atheroscle-
rotic  plaque.  Finally,  the  results  were  compared  with  the
findings of previous relevant computational and experimen-
tal investigations.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. The Geometry Production
The exact geometry produced earlier [28] with the same

consideration for Murray’s law equation [29] has been used
in this work. Detailed information on the reconstruction of
the  LAD  geometry  based  on  patient  CT-Scan  images  has
been  given.  The  image-processing  part  gave  us  the  FEM-
solvable geometry of the LAD, which enabled us to perform
isogeometric analyses for both FSI and transport of particles
simulations.  Fig.  (1)  shows the steps of  building the LAD
artery.

2.2. The Blood, The Vessel, and The Plaque Models
Since the pulsatility of physiological velocity waveforms

in the coronary circulation and the nonlinearity of the geome-
try lead to momentous alterations in the blood shear rate, the
blood  was  modelled  an  incompressible  Non-Newtonian
fluid using the Carreau-Yasuda equation (Eq. 1). Based on
an experiment on viscosity data fittings for different patho-
logical blood haematocrits [30], the values for parameters of



Eq. 1, given in Table 1, have been selected. The viscosity of
blood µ in this model is calculated as the following:

(1)

Where λ denotes the time constant, n represents the pow-
er-law index, ã˙ is the local shear-rate, µ0 and µ∞ denote ze-
ro-shear viscosity and infinite-shear viscosity, respectively.

Table 1. The parameters and corresponding values for the non-
Newtonian Carreau-Yasuda blood model used in the FSI simula-
tions [30].

Haematocrit (%) µO (Pa.s) λ (s) n µ∞ (Pa.s)
65 0.8592 103.088 0.389 0.00802

In  this  research,  65%  of  blood  Haematocrit  (Hct)  was
considered pathologically high, which can attribute to diseas-
es such as diabetes or polycythaemia.

Similar to the previous work of the authors [28], the ves-
sel wall was considered a single-layered, isotropic hyperelas-
tic material. The details of the mechanical properties of the

hyperelastic model and the values for the Mooney-Rivlin pa-
rameters have been found previously [28].

The  exact  atherosclerotic  plaque  model  with  the  same
mechanical  characteristics  and  BCs  employed  earlier  [28]
was also used here. The position and form of the plaque in
the LAD artery can be observed in the red ellipse in Fig. (2).

2.3. The BCs, The Governing Equations, and the Adhe-
sion Model

The  governing  equations  and  boundary  conditions  for
the FSI simulations have been discussed [24, 31]. Also, the
transport of particles and the adhesive dynamic (AD) model
are the same as described earlier [28]. Fig. (2) illustrates all
the  BCs  used  in  the  simulations,  namely,  physiological
blood velocity waveform, the particle input release function,
and the specific BC designed for the atherosclerotic plaque.

It should be noted that the ligands covering the surface
of  particles  in  this  work  are  P-Selectin  Aptamers  (PSA).
Thus,  accordingly,  the  adhesion  analysis  will  be  done  for
PSA:P-selectin bonds. The values corresponding to the AD
model for PSA:P-Selectin bindings have been selected from
earlier work [28].

Fig. (2). The BCs applied in the flow and particle simulations. Pa indicates the adhesion strength calculated by AD model, S is the fluid shear
rate, and dp denotes the particle diameter. Also, n denotes the surface normal unit vector, c represents the concentration of nanoparticles in
the blood domain, cs denotes the concentration of adsorbed particles, u is the blood velocity vector, D represents the diffusion coefficient of
particles, and Ds denotes the specific diffusivity of ligand-receptor bonds. (A higher resolution / colour version of this figure is available in
the electronic copy of the article).



It is important to indicate that the particles were assumed
to be injected into the blood flow in three shots starting at
the opening of each cardiac cycle Fig. (2).

The homogeneity of attached particles over the surface
of the plaque is studied via the variable h, which has been
evaluated at the last time step (t = 3.6) and formulated as:

(2)

Where  g_cs  represent  the  concentration  gradients  in
Cartesian directions. For the simulation setup and informa-
tion of used solvers, earlier research has been used [28].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Surface Density of Adhered particles (SDA) on the

atherosclerotic plaque was calculated for different particle di-
ameters  in  high  blood  Hct.  The  results  were  compared  to
their  counterparts  obtained  in  normal  (healthy)  blood  Hct
[28].

As Fig. (3) shows, unlike the healthy Hct results, from
800 to 1600 nm of diameter, the change in SDA was insignif-
icant. In high Hct, the SDA for 200 nm particles is 9.06%
smaller compared to the average SDA of other particle sizes.
In  drug  carrier  design  protocols  designed  for  targeting  an
atherosclerotic plaque in pathologically high blood haemat-
ocrits, it is insightful to consider that increasing the carrier
size, from near micron onwards, might have a trivial effect
on the surface density of adhered particles over the targeted

endothelium. When drug receivers have high Hct blood-relat-
ed diseases, the drug carrier designers can have flexible op-
tions if they tend to use micron-sized carriers. However, if
the addressees have normal blood Hct (45% in this study) in-
crease in the particle size results in the higher SDAs over the
plaque surface. It becomes particularly significant for over
micron-sized particles.

Also, the Homogeneity Indices (h) were obtained for par-
ticles of different diameters in high Hct blood flow simulat-
ed  in  this  work  and  were  compared  with  the  particles  ad-
sorbed over the same atherosclerotic plaque in normal blood
Hct [28].

The homogeneity index, h, represents the concentration
gradient over the plaque surface. Smaller h denotes more ho-
mogenous adsorption of particles. As can be seen in Fig. (4),
overall, particles adhere more homogenously on the targeted
endothelium when travelling in the high blood Hpc. Again,
the alteration in h is minor from 800 to 3200 nm particles si-
mulated in the high Hct blood.

Finally, Fig. (5) illustrates the deposition maps for 800
nm particles simulated in normal and high blood Hcts. Not
only does it confirm the homogeneity evaluation done for th-
ese particles Fig. (4), but also it indicates that the high Hct
blood flow interestingly affects the adsorption pattern over
the plaque surface. Particularly, Fig. (5) shows a significant
area of deposited particles in the post-constriction region, a
phenomenon that  does not  occur  when particles  are  deliv-
ered in the normal Hct blood flow.

Fig. (3). Distribution of Normalised SDAs based on the particle diameter. Error bars are standard deviations. (A higher resolution / colour
version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).



Fig. (4). Distribution of homogeneity index for the different diameters of particles in healthy and high Hcts. (A higher resolution / colour ver-
sion of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).

Fig. (5). Deposition maps of 800 nm particles simulated in (a) normal (45%) blood Hct and (b) High (65%) blood Hct. (A higher resolution /
colour version of this figure is available in the electronic copy of the article).



To  elucidate,  the  increase  in  particle  size  in  normal
blood Hct results in an upsurge in the surface density of ad-
hered particles over the plaque. This occurs since the surface
deposition variable ö in Fig. (2) defined over the atheroscle-
rotic plaque is directly proportional to particle diameter dp.
Therefore, the increase in particle size will result in stronger
deposition flux towards the surface of the plaque,  thus in-
creasing the SDA. This finding is in accord with recent in-
vestigations on particle margination in the LAD artery and
microcirculation [28, 32, 33].

On the other hand, particles in high Hct have been ob-
served with more homogenous deposition over the particle
surface and lower or equal SDAs compared to the same parti-
cles in the normal Hct. The authors believe that the higher
fluid viscous stress at the constriction domain in high blood
Hct  (also  reported  earlier  [24])  intensifies  the  mixture  of
blood and diluted concentration of particles, thus leading to
a more homogenous adhesion pattern over the plaque. A pre-
vious experimental study indicates that high blood Hct elicit-
ed significantly higher particle dispersion in a capillary tube
compared to a normal flow [34].

CONCLUSION
The  transport  and  adhesion  of  nanoparticles  covered

with PSA over the surface of a LAD atherosclerotic plaque
were simulated in a pathologically high blood Hct. The role
of particle diameter in the final surface density of adhered
carriers and their deposition homogeneity was investigated.
The distribution of adhered particles over the plaque, which
travelled in high Hct blood, was significantly more homoge-
nous than that of particles in normal blood Hct. The authors
infer  that  this  phenomenon  might  correlate  with  the  high
fluid viscous stresses at the plaque domain, which results in
the intensified mixture at the plaque domain in high blood
Hct.

On the other  hand,  the SDA of particles  in both blood
haematocrits  was  elevated  by  increasing  the  particle  size.
Notably, in normal Hct, increasing the particle size from 200
to 800 nm had an insignificant effect on the increase in the
SDAs over the targeted endothelium. Also, in high Hct, for
800 nm particles forwards, the change in SDA due to the in-
crease in particle size was insignificant. However, in normal
blood Hct (45% assumed in this study), the largest studied
particle size resulted in the highest SDA over the plaque. It
must be remembered that the results and discussions in the
present research are under the influence of pathological pa-
tient-specific features (constricted lumen, geometry and loca-
tion of the plaque, and luminal unevenness). Finally, the re-
sults obtained in normal and high blood Hct were verified
against the results of pertinent experimental and computatio-
nal studies.
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